INTRODUCTION
Chemical abundances could provide important clues on the evolutionary history of galaxies (e.g., Freemann & Bland-Hawthorn 2002) since they are the result of the joint action of several physical processes such as Supernova (SN) feedback (Larson 1974; Larson & Dinerstein 1975; White & Rees 1978; Kauffmann & Charlot 1998; Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000; Springel & Hernquist 2003) , gas inflow (Pagel 1997) , mergers and interactions, among others. And, although it is not easy to disentangle the effect of each individual process, it may be possible to constrain galaxy formation models by studying how chemical and dynamical properties of galaxies evolve as a function of cosmic epoch (Pettini 2006 ) and confronting them with observations.
There are strong evidences for the existence of a good correlation between the luminosities of local galaxies and their chemical abundances which show that metallicities tend to increase with galaxy luminosity. In addition, recent studies have suggested that the LZR evolves with redshift so that, at a given metallicity, galaxies were brighter in the past (Pettini et al. 2001; Kobulnicky et al. 2003; Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004; Lamareille et al. 2004; Maier et al. 2004; Shapley et al. 2004 ). An evolution in both the zero point and the slope is suggested, indicating a differential evolution in the chemical content of the systems as a function of luminosity. In particular, in agreement with previous works, Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) , found that the largest change from z ∼ 3 is driven by faint galaxies, while from z ∼ 1, they detected an increase in the metallicity level of ∼ 0.14 dex. Interestingly, Erb et al. (2006a) showed that the large uncertainties present in the determination of the LZR at high redshift, introduced mainly by the variations in the mass-to-light ratios, make it very difficult to draw a robust conclusion on its evolution.
Luminosities are usually used as a surrogate of stellar mass because of the difficulty in measuring the latter. However, it is now accepted that the correlation between metallicity and stellar mass is more fundamental. This correlation was first reported by Lequeux et al. (1979) in a study of irregular galaxies. Recently, Tremonti et al. (2004, hereafter T04) confirmed this correlation on a statistical basis by determining a tight correlation between gas-phase metallicity and stellar-mass, extended over a factor of ten in metallicity and three decades in stellar mass, for a sample of ≈ 30000 local star-forming galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The stellar MZR shows a linear growth between 10 8.3 M⊙h −1 and 10 10. 35 M⊙h −1 , flattening for larger stellar mass. T04 interpreted this behaviour as the efficient action of galactic winds over systems with masses lower than ∼ 10 10.35 M⊙h −1 . This stellar mass has been previously identified as a characteristic mass for galaxy evolution (Kauffmann et al. 2004 ). Furthermore, Gallazzi et al. (2005, hereafter G05) analysed stellar masses, light-weighted ages and stellar metallicities for a sample of galaxies of the SDSS finding similar trends to those obtained by T04. G05 observed that both age and metallicity tend to increase with stellar mass, showing a rapid growth at intermediate masses and a gradual flattening above M * ∼ 10 10.35 M⊙h −1 . Recently, Savaglio et al. (2005) estimated a relative evolution of 0.10-0.15 dex at z ≈ 0.7 with respect to the local MZR of T04 while Erb et al. (2006a) found a relative evolution of ≈ 0.30 dex for the MZR of galaxies at z ≈ 2.5.
The understanding of the origin of the LZR and MZR within the context of the current cosmological paradigm can provide more stringent constrains for galaxy formation models since these correlations are produced by the intervening action of different physical processes. In this scenario, galaxies formed by the hierarchical aggregation of substructures which can affect the internal distribution of angular momentum and mass in galaxies, modifying the star formation rate and the metal production and distribution. SN energy feedback is also expected to play a main role by contributing to establish a self-regulated star formation activity and to trigger powerful outflows. Finally, the interaction between a galaxy and its environment (i.e. groups or clusters) may retrieve gas, starving galaxies and quenching the star formation activity and the synthetization of new chemical elements.
Numerical simulations which can describe the nonlinear evolution of the matter and its chemical enrichment self-consistently have proved to be an adequate tool to tackle galaxy formation (Mosconi et al. 2001; Lia et al. 2001; Kawata & Gibson 2003) . In particular, Tissera, De Rossi & Scannapieco (2005) used chemical hydrodynamical simulations to show that galaxy-like systems in the concordance Λ-CDM model followed the general trend of the observed MZR, predicting an evolution in zero point and slope. The authors also claimed the need for strong SN galatic winds to decrease the fraction of metals locked into stars, specially in low mass systems. Although SN energy feedback has been longingly regarded as a crucial physical mechanism to regulate the star formation activity in galaxies and to produce metal-loaded, gas outflows capable of enriching the intergalactic medium, its modelling within hydrodynamical simulations is still controversial. For this reason, in this work we analyse in more detail the origin of both the LZR and the MZR and study the properties of the simulated galaxies with the aim at improving our understanding of the evolution of both relations in a hierarchical scenario, focusing on the role of dynamics. A secondary goal of our work is to clarify where and how SN energy feedback is required. A full study including SN energy feedback will be carried out in the future when the SN model of Scannapieco et al. (2007, in preparation) gets fully tuned to be used in cosmological simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the simulations. Section 3 provides a description of the simulated galaxies and an analysis of their mean astrophysical properties. Section 4 and Section 5 discuss the simulated fundamental metallicity relations and their evolution. Section 6 investigates the origin of the characteristic stellar mass. And Section 7 summarizes our main results.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We run numerical hydrodynamical simulations consistent with the concordance Λ-CDM universe with Ω = 0.3, Λ = 0.7, Ω b = 0.04 and H0 = 100h −1 km s −1 Mpc −1 with h = 0.7. These simulations were performed by using the chemical GADGET-2, which includes a treatment for metal-dependent radiative cooling, stochastic star formation and chemical enrichment .
The chemical GADGET-2 code describes the enrichment by Type II and Type Ia Supernovae (SNII and SNIa) according to the chemical yield prescriptions of Woosley & Weaver (1995) and Thielemann, Nomoto & Hashimoto (1993) , respectively. Instantaneous thermalization of the supernova (SN) energy has been assumed in this work. Previous works have shown that the injection of SN energy directly into the internal energy of the gas has no impact on the dynamics, so in our model SN energy feedback is inefficient (see Marri & White 2003 for a comprehensive review). We adopted a standard Salpeter Initial Mass Function with a lower and upper mass cut-offs of 0.1 M⊙ and 40 M⊙, respectively. For SNIa we assumed a time-delay for the ejection of material randomly chosen within [0.1, 1] Gyr. We assumed instantaneous recycling condition for SNII. Metals are distributed within the neighbouring gas particles weighted by the smoothing kernel. For more details on the chemical model, the reader is referred to Scannapieco et al. (2005) .
The simulated volume corresponds to a cubic box of a comoving 10 Mpc h −1 side length. We ran two experiments resolved initially with 2 × 160 3 (S160) and 2 × 80 3 (S80) particles, respectively. Hence, the mass resolutions considered are of 2.17 × 10 7 M⊙h −1 (S80) and 2.71 × 10 6 M⊙h −1 (S160) for the gas component, and 1.41 × 10 8 M⊙h −1 (S80) and 1.76 × 10 7 M⊙h −1 (S160) for dark matter.
SIMULATED GALAXIES
The identification of the simulated galaxies was carried out by combining the friends-of-friends technique and a contrast density criterion which selects virialized structures as described by White, Efstathiou & Frenk (1993) . In order to diminish numerical resolution problems, we only analysed those systems with virial masses greater than ∼ 10 9 M⊙h −1 . In S160, the analysed simulated galaxies are then required to have more than 2000 particles within the virial radius, while systems in S80 have at least 200 particles. Hence, our results are valid for galaxies with masses larger than this cut-off mass. The comparison between results from S80 and S160 will allow us to assess the effects of numerical resolution on the results.
In order to perform a better comparison with observations, the star formation histories as well as mean dynamical and chemical properties of the simulated galaxies are estimated at the optical radius ropt, defined as the one which encloses 83 per cent of the baryonic mass of the system. The typical ropt for the simulated systems identified at z = 0 ranges within [2, 20] kpc h −1 , with the mean value at ∼ 6 kpc h −1 . For the sake of comparison with observations, we also estimate the aperture radius rap as the one that encloses 33 per cent of the baryonic mass of the system. This radius will be used to estimate mean abundances for a direct comparison with observational data.
Chemical properties
Our simulations provide the abundances of several individual chemical elements such as 16 O, 56 Fe, H, etc., present in baryons as a result of stellar evolution. In particular, we can directly examine indicators such as the mean oxygen abundance, 12+log(O/H). However, the confrontation of the simulated results with observations may be tricky since, besides several observational difficulties related to the determination of chemical abundances, some observed estimators could be biased toward high star formation regions (e.g. estimations for HII regions) or the central part of galaxies (e.g. estimations from SDSS). Hence, depending on the observational data chosen to carry out a comparison, aperture effects must be taken into account, for example.
We define the mean mass-weighted O/H indicator as
where Oi and Hi are the oxygen and hydrogen atomic abundances in particle i and Np corresponds to the total number of particles within an optical radius (or the aperture radius). This indicator can be easily estimated for the gas and stellar components in a given simulated galaxy. G05 have recently obtained a positive correlation between O/H abundance of the gas phase and the stellar metallicity Z * (i.e. total mass of all elements heavier than helium over the total stellar mass) for a sample of star-forming galaxies of the SDSS. In Fig. 1 (left panel), we show this relation for the simulated galaxies at different redshifts. Although the simulated abundances are within a range of values consistent with those obtained by G05 at z = 0, the simulated relation is shallower than that estimated for the SDSS galaxies.
Taking into account that the SDSS provides information of the central regions of galaxies defined by the aperture angle, in order to evaluate at which level aperture effects could be responsible for this discrepancy, we estimated the stellar metallicity Z * and O/H gas phase abundance within rap. The results are shown in Fig. 1 (right panel) . We see that, limiting our metallicity estimations to the central region of galactic systems leads to a steeper correlation in better agreement with observations. Nevertheless, there is still a discrepancy which may be owing to the lack of strong energy feedback in our numerical model, which might have a direct impact on the chemical enrichment of the matter, principally, for low mass systems (see for example Scannapieco et al. 2006) .
Regarding the evolution of this relation with redsfhit, from Fig. 1 (right panel) , we can see that, at a given gas phase metallicity and albeit the high dispersion, galactic systems tend to have systematically more enriched star at low redshift. Our simulations predict a mild evolution (i.e. less than 0.10 dex) in the correlation between stellar metallicity Z * and gas phase abundance from z = 3 to z = 0 which is, nevertheless, within the estimated standard dispersion.
Finally, as noted by Tissera et al. (2005) , the abundances of the gas phase have a large dispersion which introduces important noise to the estimated relation. For this reason, these authors decided to use the abundances estimated from the stellar populations to assess the level of evolution in the MZR. In this paper, we use both indicators for the comparison with observations. But chemical indicators estimated by using the stellar populations will be used for the rest of the discussions since the signals and noise is significantly smaller.
We tested that numerical resolution is not strongly affecting these determinations by analysing the results from S80 run which are found to be consistent with those of S160. Hereafter, for the sake of simplicity we will show only the results for S160 but simulated galaxies in S80 determine similar relations and results.
Gas fractions and masses
Gas fractions in galaxies are the result of the combined effects of the rate of transformation of gas into stars, gas infall and outflows. Mergers and interactions may help to increase the rate of accretion and to retrieve material from the systems, playing a role in the regulation of the star formation activity. Local observations show an anticorrelation between gas fraction and luminosity (e.g. Boselli et al. 2001) or stellar masses (Brinchmann & Ellis 2000) . Recently, Erb et al. (2006b) reported hints for a similar relation at z ∼ 2 − 2.5. Moreover, these authors found a mean Mgas/M bar ∼ 0.50 while T04 measured a mean of 0.20 for galaxies at z ∼ 0. This trend illustrates the transformation of gas into stars with time. Since in our simulations, the gas reservoirs in the simulated galaxies are determined by the interplay between gas infall and star formation activity, which are both regulated by the hierarchical assemble of the structure, it is interesting to analyse at what extent the mentioned observational results can be reproduced by our simulations.
Hence, we estimated the gas fraction in the simulated galaxies as a function of stellar mass from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 0 as displayed in Fig. 2 (left panel) . The fraction of gas increases for higher redshifts, with the largest changes for the smallest systems. At the low stellar mass end, the dispersion in the gas fraction is quite large, indicating that these systems have different evolutionary histories. Galactic systems with M * > 10 10 M⊙h −1 have already consumed most of their gas into stars at z > 3. While at z = 0, we found mean Mgas/M bar varying between ∼ 0.20 and ∼ 0.05, at z ∼ 2 mean values are in the range 0.20 − 0.45. These latest gas fractions are lower by a factor of ∼ 2 than the mean one reported by Erb et al. (2006b) . This finding suggests again the need for strong SN winds to regulate the transformation of gas into stars as the systems are assembled. The lack of strong SN winds results in our findings being upper limits for the fraction of stars that systems can form at different redshifts as a result of their dynamical evolution in hierarchical scenarios. However, we also note that Erb et al. (2006b) assumed a Chabrier IMF while in our simulations, we adopted a Salpeter IMF, fact that leads to an overestimation by upmost a factor of ∼ 2 of the fraction of baryons locked into stars. The different IMFs could account for these differences between the simulated and observed gas fractions.
According to Fig. 2 (left panel) , there is a variation of a factor of 5 in gas fraction over a change in 2 dex in stellar mass. It will be interesting to see if the same trend holds if dynamical masses are used instead of stellar masses. This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 2 (right panel) , although the relation is flatter for lower dynamical masses owing to the contribution of systems with different gas fractions at a given dynamical mass. Dynamical masses are calculated taking into account all baryons and dark matter within an optical radius.
Observations predict a good correlation between stellar and dynamical masses (e. g. Brinchmann & Ellis 2000) . We found this tight correlation from z ≈ 3, as it can be seen from Fig. 3 (upper panel) . There is a small change in the slope of the relation from z = 3 to z = 0. This behaviour can be also understood from Fig. 3 (lower panel) where we show the ratio between dynamical and stellar mass as a function of stellar mass. On average, the hierarchical growth of the structure produces systems with dynamical masses a factor of 2.0-2.5 higher than their mean stellar mass since z ∼ 3. This trend is consistent with that recently reported by Erb et al. (2006b) from observations of galaxies at z = 2.0 − 2.5. In the simulations, the anticorrelation is produced by the fact that smaller systems have a larger fraction of baryons in form of gas at all redshifts. For lower redshifts, the slope of the relation changes because small systems continuously transformed their gas components into stars while larger systems increase slightly their dark matter content within an optical radius. This last behaviour was determined by estimating the fraction of each mass component (i.e. gas, stars and dark matter) within an optical radius for all systems as a function of redshift.
THE LUMINOSITY-METALLICITY RELATION
The magnitudes for our simulated galaxies have been estimated by applying the technique described by Tissera et al. (1997) which combines the information on the stars generated by the simulations and population synthesis models. In particular, we use the models of Bruzual & Charlot (2006, BC06, in preparation) , which enables the determination of the spectral properties for stellar populations with differ- ent levels of enrichment. The integrated-light of simulated galaxies were estimated by convolving the age and chemical content of each simulated stellar population (represented by a star particle) with the corresponding synthetic spectrum generated by BC05 models, according to
where mj, tj and Zj correspond to the mass, the age and the metallicity of star j respectively. The function F depicts the flux at a wavelength λ for a star with a given age and metallicity, while fext is introduced in order to describe the attenuation by dust and is defined following the work of Charlot & Fall (2000) as
where τV is the total optical depth in the V band affecting young stars. The relation between τ λ and τV is given by the extinction curve, which describes the attenuation due to photons emitted in all directions by stars of age tj in a galaxy. Charlot & Fall (2000) consider a scenario in which stars form in interstellar clouds and after 10 7 yr emigrate towards the interstellar medium, deriving a extinction curve with the form
where µ is an adjustable parameter which represents the fraction of the total optical depth contributed by the interstellar medium.
In this work we consider a random distribution of µ along the range [0, 0.6] as suggested by BC05. For τV , we use recent observational results which suggest that it may be a function of the metallicity of the galaxy. To estimate this last correlation we made a polynomial fit to the observed correlation obtained from the SDSS (Brichmann, private communication) and assumed Gaussian uncertainties. With this model we determined the spectral properties of galaxies and derived colours and magnitudes.
At z = 0 we found that the simulated galaxies determine a LZR relation in general good agreement with observations as it can be appreciated from Table 1 where we show the results of the linear regression fits to the simulated relation in the B-band. For comparison we also include the corresponding fit for the SDSS galaxies reported by Tremonti et al. (2004) . We used the B-band so that these results can be confronted with observational works where this band-width is often used.
Observational results suggest an evolution in the zero point and slope of the LZR (Kobulnicky & Koo 2000; Pettini et al. 2001; Kobulnicky et al. 2003; Lilly, Carollo & Stoctum 2003; Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004; Maier et al. 2004; Shapley et al. 2004) , so that, at a given metallicity, on average, galaxies are brighter at higher redshifts. To study the evolution of the simulated LZR, we estimated this relation at several redshifts and performed linear regression fits through the data. In Fig. 4 , we show the results of these fits for the mass-weighted oxygen indicators for the stars (upper panel) and gas components (lower panel) at the four redshifts of interest. We also include mean values estimated in magnitude bins of equal point number. Table 2 fitting parameters for all analysed redshifts. As it can be appreciated from Fig. 4 , a linear regression is a good representation of the data. The results show that the simulated LZRs evolve in such a way that systems become more metalrich with time, at a given luminosity. The major changes are detected at the fainter end of the relation. This evolution is not only true at a fix magnitude but also for individual galaxies which tend to become fainter in Mr with time. Also, our simulations indicate that, at given metallicity, simulated galaxies are, at least, 3 magnitudes brighter at z ∼ 3 than systems at z = 0 (see Shapley et al. 2004 ). We estimate a mean overall change of ≈ 0.15 dex in the chemical content of the simulated galaxies from z ∼ 1 (see Kobulnicky & Kew- ley 2004). Note that the LZR estimated from the gas-phase abundances have shallower slopes than those estimated from the stellar components, mainly because of the high level of noise.
summarizes the
We stress the difficulties involved in the confrontation of observations with simulations owing to different uncertainties affecting the estimations of both observed and simulated luminosities. Taking into account the growing body of evidences that the fundamental relation is between metallicity and stellar mass, hereafter, we will concentrate on the analysis of the MZR. 
THE STELLAR MASS-METALLICITY RELATION
New observational results are starting to provide information on the stellar mass and metallicity of galaxies not only at z = 0 but in the intermediate (Savaglio et al. 2005 ) and high redshift (Erb et al. 2006) universe. Despite the large observational difficulties to reliably estimate metallicities and stellar masses at high redshift, a general picture, suggesting evolution, is starting to appear. In fact, taking into account the detailed discussion presented by Erb et al. (2006a) and Savaglio et al. (2005) a relative evolution of ∼ 0.30 dex has been determined.
In the case of simulations, the estimation of the MZR is direct. The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows the simulated local MZR using the stellar, mass-weighted O/H abundance as an indicator while the lower panel displays the MZR estimated by using the gas abundances. It is clear that the gas abundances have much larger dispersion. We carried out linear regression fits to both distributions (solid lines). As it can be appreciated from this figure, a linear regression through the data does not provide a good representation of the simulated abundances for the whole range of stellar masses. In small lower panels we displayed the residuals of these relations. As it can be seen from these distributions, for stellar masses larger than Mc ≈ 10 10.2 M ⊙ h −1 , the residuals become systematically negative, indicating a flattening of the slope for systems with larger stellar masses. A slight higher Mc (≈ 10 10.4 M ⊙ h −1 ) is suggested from the abundances in gas phase distribution. However, due to the high dispersion present in the gas-phase data, we take Mc ≈ 10 10.2 M ⊙ h −1 as the reference mass. We have also included the same estimations for the simulated galaxies in S80 (gray crosses) in order to assess the effects of resolution in the determination of Mc. As it can be seen both simulations (which differ by approximately an order of magnitude in mass resolution) yield similar results.
Interestingly, this stellar mass Mc is not far from the characteristic mass ≈ 10 10.5 M ⊙ h −1 determined by Kauffmann et al. (2004), which is claimed by these authors to separate spheroid-dominated galaxies from spiral-dominated ones. T04 also determined that their MZR changes curva-ture at approximately the same stellar mass. Hence, the fact that this characteristic mass is also found in our simulations suggests that the way in which building blocks are assembled might play a relevant role in its determination.
In order to make a more direct comparison of our data with observations (see also following section), we also estimated Mc by computing the mean oxygen abundance within rap and the residuals of the lineal fits to the resulting MZRs. We obtained that limiting our analysis to the central region of galaxies shifts the stellar MZR to ≈ 10 10.3 M ⊙ h −1 and the gas phase one to ≈ 10 10.5 M ⊙ h −1 approaching the observed value. However, it is important to note that if Kauffmann et al. (2004) or T04 had assumed a Salpeter IMF, their characteristic mass would have been about 0.2 dex higher and hence even higher than the one obtained from simulations.
In order to investigate the origin of the MZR and the Mc, we estimated this relation as a function of redshift. In the case of Mc, we used the MZR estimated from the stellar abundances because of their lower dispersion with respect to those obtained from the gas abundances and measure at ropt. These abundances provide a better estimation of the characteristics of the galaxies to study their chemical evolution. From Fig. 6 , we observe that the MZR exhibits the same general patterns from z = 0 to z = 3, but with a displacement toward larger abundances for decreasing redshift. In the small panels of Fig. 6 , we show the residuals of each relation with respect to the corresponding linear regression fit. As we can appreciate, at all analysed redshifts, we find the same behaviour: the residuals became systematically negative for M * > Mc.
The characteristic mass remains almost unchanged from z = 3, with an evolution of its abundance by only 0.05 dex in the same redshift range. As discussed by Tissera et al. (2005) , the major variations in the chemical content are found for systems with M * < Mc which, on average, increase their abundances by ≈ 0.20 dex from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 0. Systems with M * > Mc show an increase in the level of enrichment of ≈ 0.05 dex in the same redshift range. Note that even at z > 2, galaxies with M * > Mc can have stellar populations with mean solar abundances From Fig. 6 we can also appreciate that, at a given stel-lar mass, the dispersion in oxygen abundances increases for higher redshift, and that the dispersion is larger for smaller stellar mass systems. The different evolution found for simulated galaxies of different masses and the dependence of the dispersion on stellar mass are produced by their different evolutionary paths which establish the way the systems are assembled and how the gas is consumed into stars in these simulations where SN feedback has not been included yet.
Comparison with observations
As discussed by Tissera et al. (2005) , the level of evolution obtained in the metallicity content of the simulated galaxies in models without feedback is weaker than that suggested by recent observations. These authors chose the mean O/H abundances in the simulated stellar populations to estimate the MZR because of the high dispersion present in the gas abundances. In order to improve the comparison with observations, in this Section we will use the gas abundances estimated at the aperture radius (rapt) to assess the evolution predicted by our model. This is because the SDSS explored only the central regions of galaxies enclosing approximately 1/3 of the luminosity of the galaxies. In Fig. 7 we plot the simulated MZR from z = 3 to z = 0 (see also Erb et al. (2006a) and the observed MZR of T04 as obtained by Erb et al. (2006a) by using their own metallicity estimator. Erb et al. (2006a) performed a detailed comparison between both sets of observations, concluding that an evolution of 0.30 dex from z ≈ 2 to z = 0 could be reliably claimed. The simulated MZR has been shifted by -0.26 dex in order to fit the observational MZR of T04 for low mass systems, as the metallicity indicator employed by Erb et al. (2006) saturates at higher metallicities and can not be trusted, according to those authors (see Erb et al. 2006a for a detailed discussion).
As it can be appreciated, in the simulations, we found a lower level of evolution in comparison with observations, with a change of ≈ 0.05 dex for the high stellar mass end and ≈ 0.1 − 0.15 dex for the low stellar mass end. From this figure, we can see that a better agreement between simulations and observations seems to require SN winds in order to decrease the metallicity content not only for low stellar mass systems but also for large stellar masses. This last issue is still controversial because, as reported by Erb et al. (2006) , their metallicity indicator could be saturated for high metallicities and hence, the authors do not assure that the level of evolution they reach for larger masses is, actually, correct. Also, in the simulations and observations, different IMFs have been adopted, fact that introduces an uncertainty in the determination of the stellar mass of up a factor of 2, among them.
DISCUSSION
In order to understand the physical meaning of the evolution of the MZR and of the characteristic mass, Mc, we have analysed the merger trees of the simulated systems at z = 0 and the variation of the astrophysical properties along the evolutionary paths.
Does Mc segregate two different types of galaxies?
In previous sections, we investigated the relation between the metal content of the simulated galaxies in a Λ-CDM scenario and their dynamical and astrophysical properties finding that the chemical enrichment of systems increase with luminosity and stellar mass. When estimating the MZR as a function of redshift, we detected a characteristic stellar mass (Mc ∼ 10 10.2 M⊙h −1 ) at which the relation changes curvature toward a flatter slope. This Mc seems to be approximately constant with redshift, reaching solar abundance at z ≈ 0 but with an overall chemical evolution of only ≈ 0.05 dex since z ≈ 3. Interestingly, the simulated Mc agrees with a similar motivated stellar mass determined by Tremonti et al. (2003) in an observational study of the MZR for galaxies in the SDSS-DR2. It is also worth noting the consistency of Mc with the characteristic mass derived by Kauffmann et al. (2004) when analysing the astrophysical properties of galaxies in SDSS. Note that the simulated Mc can vary in the range 0.5-0.2 depending on the region where abundances are estimated (i.e. ropt and rap and on the adopted metallicity estimator (i.e. gas or stellar metallicities). Kauffmann et al. (2004) found that galaxies with large stellar masses tend to be dominated by old stars, in spheroid-type systems with red colours, while smaller systems determine a different galaxy population with their astrophysical properties corresponding to younger, blue, disk-dominated galaxies. In this section, we assess if Mc can separate the simulated galaxies into two different populations.
In Fig. 8 we show the distributions of O/H abundances of the stellar populations in the simulated galaxies separated into two groups depending on their stellar mass. Massive systems (M * > Mc) have mean abundances comparable to solar levels from z ∼ 3. The distributions are quite narrow (with a width of ≈ 0.10 dex) indicating that the composition of the stellar populations in these systems are very similar even at z ∼ 3, experiencing no significant changes in the analysed redshift range. Conversely, simulated galaxies with M * < Mc show a broader metallicity distribution which evolves to higher level of enrichment with redshift.
The fact that massive systems are dominated by old stellar populations can be confirmed by inspecting Fig. 9 where we show a similar plot to that of Fig. 8 but as a function of the mean stellar age of the simulated galaxies. As it can be appreciated, massive systems have always mean older populations than the rest of the simulated systems. Again, smaller systems show a broader distribution with some of them having mean ages comparable to those of massive ones. However, the bulk of the stellar population in systems with M * < Mc is clearly younger than their massive counterparts.
These figures show that Mc segregates two distinctive galaxy populations with different histories of formation. The simulated massive galaxies are dominated, on average, by older and more metal-rich stellar populations than smaller systems. By combining metallicity and age information with the population models of BC05, we estimated colours as a function of redshift. As we can observe from Fig. 10 , Mc also segregates galaxies into two clear colour distributions, with massive systems in the red tail of the distribution, even from z ∼ 3. This finding is in agreement whit recent observa- Figure 6 . The MZR for simulated galaxies at different redshifts and the residuals (small boxes) estimated with respect to linear regression fits (solid lines). The dashed lines indicate the characteristic stellar mass where the residuals start to systematically depart from zero. tional results obtained from the VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey of galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Franzetti et al. 2006) . In these simulations, blue and red colours which produce the bimodal distribution are determined by the star formation history of the systems which establishes the relative fraction of old to new stars and their metallicities. We note that the bimodal distribution at z = 0 is not in full agreement with observations (Balogh et al. 2004) , principally because we are lacking a fraction of very red systems (u − r > 2). There are two possible reasons for this. First, it is possible that the action of SN feedback could contribute to modulate a bimodal colour distribution in full agreement with that observed at z = 0. Secondly, the small volume simulated in this work could prevent us from reproducing the complete range of observed colours.
These trends show that in these simulations Mc segregates two different galaxy populations in a similar sense to the trend reported by Kauffmann et al. (2004) . Our results also indicate that Mc remains as a characteristic mass up to z ≈ 3. Our findings suggest that the origin of Mc can be directly linked to the way the structure is built up in a hierarchical Universe. Supernova feedback is expected to play a relevant role in the regulation of the star formation activity. However, this process might not significantly affect the Mc as we will discuss in the next Section. Table 3 . Mean simulated gas-phase O/H abundances estimated within rap for different stellar mass bins at z = 3.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.0. The number N of galaxies identified at each redshift is also shown. From the analysis of the merger trees, we find that systems with M * < Mc transform their gas content into stars in a more passive fashion or via gas-rich mergers, setting a steeper correlation between stellar mass and metallicity . In this case, the fraction of new born stars in merger events is high enough so that the mean metallicity of the remanent systems is affected by the new stellar contribution.
Galaxies with masses larger than Mc are preferentially assembled by merger events which involve stellar dominated systems, with small leftover gas . In these cases, the mergers produce systems with final stellar masses equal to the sum of the old-dominating stars plus some new born ones, while its overall mean abundance remains at the same level of enrichment. This situation occurs because, in this case, the merging systems have already transformed most of their gas into stars so that there is no fuel for an important starburst during the merger. It could be also possible that a large system merges with a smaller less-enriched one which can feed new star formation activity but with lower level of enrichment. Both scenarios have the same flattening effect on the slope of the mass-metallicity relation in systems within this range of masses. We also estimated the fraction of gas in the simulated galaxies as a function of their stellar mass from z ≈ 3. From this analysis, we found that systems with M * ∼ Mc have, on average, 15% of leftover gas (Fig. 2) at all analysed redshifts.
How stars in systems of different masses are formed can be seen in Fig. 11 where we show the fraction of stellar mass in the simulated galaxies identified at z = 0 which formed at different z. As it can be appreciated from this plot, simulated galaxies with M * > Mc have 50 per cent of their stars formed at z ≥ 1.5 with less than 30 per cent appearing after z ≈ 1. In the case of simulated galaxies with M * < Mc, they have 50 percent of the stars formed after z ≈ 1.3. Note that these stars would probably belong to different substructures which then merged to build up our simulated galaxies at z = 0. In other words, our results do not imply that, a given simulated galaxy at z = 0 was formed at certain redshift, but that a given fraction of its stars was born at that time. These stars could have belonged to different substructures by the redshift of reference. The ensemble of the final systems can occur at lower redshift resulting in a natural "downsizing" scenario (see also De Lucia et al. 2006; Neistein et al. 2006 ).
The missing process: SN energy feedback
As we mentioned before, we have not included an effective SN energy feedback treatment in our simulations, which is expected to produce powerful outflows, affecting the star formation process and the metal production and mixing. Taking into account theoretical results, the effects of SN feedback depend strongly on the potential well of the systems and is expected to affect mainly systems with circular velocities smaller than 100 km s −1 (e.g. Larson 1974 ). The simulations analysed in the paper do not include a strong SN energy feedback that can actually produce an impact on the dynamical evolution and star formation activity of the systems ). Nevertheless, we can assess the effects we would expect.
In Fig. 12 we show the MZR (upper panel) and velocitymetallicity relation (VZR; lower panel) from z = 3 to z = 0. The optical velocity has been estimated as Vopt = (GM (r < ropt)/ropt) 0.5 where M (r < ropt) is the total mass within the optical radius, ropt. Hence, Vopt is a measure of the potential well of the system. From this figure it can be appreciated that the chemical content of the simulated galaxies tends to increase with optical velocities. Fast rotating systems increase their chemical abundances by ∼ 0.10 dex from z = 3 to z = 0, while at lower velocities the variations are of ∼ 0.25 dex. From these figures, we can see how, on average, at a certain stellar mass, systems become slower rotators and more chemical enriched with decreasing redshift. At a given circular velocity, the evolution in metallicity is larger since, at lower redshift, systems of larger stellar masses contribute to this given cir-cular velocity. The VZR shows a higher level of evolution with redshift than the MZR as a consequence of the combination of metallicity enrichment and cosmology. The increase of the mean density of the universe at higher redshift produces that, at a given stellar mass, systems need to be more concentrated in order to get gravitationally bounded and separate from the general expansion. Then, for a given stellar mass the virialization of the system occurs at higher circular velocities for higher redshift.
Assuming that SN energy feedback will afect more strongly slow rotating systems (i.e. Larson 1974; Dekel & Silk 1991) , we expect that the Mc may not be strongly modified by this process. This is because, as seen in Fig. 12 , the optical velocity corresponding to Mc varies from around 300 km s −1 at z = 3 to 140 km s −1 at z = 0. However, because the hierarchical aggregation of the structure, large systems might be affected through the strong action of SN energy feedback in the substructure that merged to form them.
It is clear that since the strongest effects of SN energy feedback are expected to take place in the small mass range, the excess of metals in the MZR shown in Fig. 5 could be solved by this process. The action of strong SN feedback would produce the ejection of part of the enriched material out of the systems and the decrease of the general level of enrichment making the slope of the simulated MZR for M * < Mc steeper as we expect from the observational relation.
The need for SN outflows is also suggested by the analysis of the effective yields (defined as yZ = Z/ln(µ) −1 where Z is the gas-phase metallicity and µ the gas fraction of the systems), as shown in Fig. 13 for the simulated galaxies at z = 0. These abundances were estimated within rapt in order to mimic the aperture effects previously discussed. The simulated yZ values are lower than the solar yield expected in a closed box model, since our systems formed in a hierarchical scenario where mergers, interactions and infall affect the mass distribution and regulate star formation. Contrary to observations (e.g. Garnett 2002), we found larger yZ for systems with 10 9 M⊙h −1 < M * < Mc compared to those of the massive ones (M * > Mc), which supports the claim for stronger SN outflows for the former. In the case of massive systems, we get a mean of yZ which remains approximately constant with optical velocity. Although this latest result is in agreement with Garnett (2002) , it might be indicating the need for some ejection of material also in massive systems in the light of the new observational findings of T04, who claimed to find a weak trend for all systems. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the dynamical, astrophysical and chemical properties of simulated galaxies in a hierarchical clustering scenario consistent with the concordance Λ-CDM model. In this scenario, systems grew by the aggregation of smaller ones, generating correlations between luminosity, stellar mass, circular velocity and metallicity which are in general agreement with observations. Our main goal was to underpin the effect of the hierarchical assembly of galaxy building blocks on the metallicity fundamental relations. The non-linear formation of the structure makes complex the understanding of how star formation, gas cooling and accretion, mergers and environmental effects work together and of the impact they have on the determination of relations between dynamical and metallicity properties.
We found that the cooling and transformation of gas into stars inside substructures that grow hierarchically results in the determination of a characteristic mass which segregates systems dominated, on average, by old, red and metal-rich stellar populations from those more gas-rich and dominated by young stars. The characteristic mass arises because the formation of large systems is produced by the fusion of substructures dominated by old stellar populations with a small fraction of new born stars associated to the merger events. This behaviour generates a change in the slope of the MZR since the outcomes of mergers are larger systems with approximately the same mean abundances. On the other hand, less massive systems tend to form their stars in a more passive way or by rich-gas mergers leading to a more strong correlation between stellar mass and metallicity. This characteristic stellar mass agrees with that obtained by Kauffmann et al. (2004) from the analysis of galaxies in the SDSS-DR2.
Our results suggest that this Mc remains unchanged since z = 3 playing the role of segregating galaxies into these two distinctive populations. Systems with stellar masses smaller than Mc are the ones experiencing the largest changes in their astrophysical properties since z ≈ 3. These systems are responsible for the evolution of the luminositymetallicity relation so that at a given metallicity, simulated systems are found to be around 3 magnitudes brighter at high redshift. Small simulated galaxies constitute a diverse population which has formed approximately 50 per cent of their stars since z ≈ 1. Conversely, large systems had half their stars formed at z > 2, on average.
Our results suggest that in the concordance cosmology, the hierarchical aggregation of the structure, which regulates the gas infall and the star formation activity in the absence of energy feedback, is a key process which can dynamically determine a characteristic stellar mass Mc. The simulated Mc plays a similar role to that of the characteristic mass obtained from observations. Certainly, SN feedback is also expected to play an important role in shaping the MZR as already shown by previous works such as Larson (1974) and Chiosi & Carraro (2002) . However, it is accepted that the effects of SN feedback depend on the potential well of the systems. In hierarchical scenarios, this is an important aspect since the formation of galaxies may have involved the aggregation of substructures with a wide range of masses, each of them susceptible to be differentially affected by SN energy feedback (depending on their virial masses). Then, to probe the effects of SN feedback, it is of upmost importance which histories of formation are assumed for galaxies. In this work, we provide galaxy formation histories consistent with the concordance models. Within this context, our findings suggest that since z = 3, SN feedback might have a weak effect on Mc, owing to the fact that this characteristic mass corresponds to fast rotating systems even at z = 0. However, this point will be adequately discuss in forthcoming paper. The dashed line indicates the characteristic stellar mass where the residuals of the linear fits (lower panels) to the stellar MZR start to systematically depart from zero. In the lower panel the circles depicts S160 and the crosses S80. Figure 7 . The gas-phase MZR for simulated galaxies at different redshifts (see Fig. 4 for line code). The oxygen abundances are calculated at rap. Filled circles denote the observed MZR at z ∼ 2 by Erb et al. (2006a) while the shaded area corresponds to the observed MZR at z = 0 by Tremonti et al. (2004) . Note that we have displaced the simulated MZRs by -0.26 dex in order to fit the gas-phase abundances of Tremonti et al. (2004) at high stellar masses. Figure 11 . Fraction of total stellar mass in simulated galaxies at z = 0 formed at different redshifts. From bottom to top the lines correspond to z = 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.8, 1.5, 1.3, 1.0, 0.8, 0.5, 0.1, 0.0. Note that the VZRs for z = 3 and z = 2 do not have the bin corresponding to the largest stellar mass interval owing to the lack of a statistical number of systems with high stellar mass at very high redshift in our simulated volume. Figure 13 . Effective yields as a function of baryonic mass for the simulated galaxies at z = 0. The shaded area corresponds to the estimations of Tremonti et al. (2004) for galaxies in SDSS. The dashed line represents the solar value.
